Construction of a biomimetic chemokine reservoir stimulates rapid in situ wound repair and regeneration.
Skin is the first protection of human body. It is always challenged by a range of external factors, resulting in the wounds of skin. Hydrogel, as a dressing with multiple advantages, causes increasing interests or the applications in wound treatment. However, the function and importance of micro-environment of wound region are frequently neglected. In this study, we successfully developed a chemokine loaded biomimetic hydrogel as a functional reservoir to stimulate the rapid in situ recruitment of BMSCs for fast wound repair and regeneration. The biomimetic hydrogel was fabricated by using the Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) combined with chitosan (CS) as the hybrid materials. The fabricated hydrogel possesses many features such as the porous structure, high swelling rate and moisture retention property. More importantly, the incorporated chemokine could be released with a sustained manner from the hydrogel and recruited the bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) significantly both in vitro & in vivo. Moreover, the hydrogel was demonstrated to be highly biocompatible to the skin tissue without any side effect or irritation observed. Topical delivery of chemokine by the biomimetic PVA/CS hybrid material based hydrogel is demonstrated as a promising carrier to accelerate wound repair and regeneration without inducing scar formation and any other negative complications. The PVA/CS/SDF-1 hydrogel was shown a novel therapeutic system for wound therapy.